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It’s peace of mind in the palm of your hand. inReach SE+ and inReach Explorer+ are satellite communicators that 
use 100% global Iridium satellite coverage for 2-way messaging anywhere in the world. In case of emergency, 
the interactive SOS allows you to communicate back and forth and receive confirmation that help is on the way. 
Both models include a built-in GPS that enables location tracking and basic navigation with a high-detail bread 
crumb trackback trail. inReach Explorer+ adds robust navigation options such as preloaded DeLorme® topographic 
maps1, built-in digital compass, barometric altimeter and accelerometer.

inReach SE®+, inReach Explorer®+
Satellite Communicators with GPS
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KEY FEATURES:

GLOBAL SATELLITE 
COMMUNICATORS Satellite communicators with 100% global Iridium satellite coverage for 2-way messaging anywhere in the world

INTERACTIVE SOS Trigger an interactive SOS to GEOS, the 24/7 search and rescue monitoring center, to communicate the nature of the emergency
SEND AND RECEIVE 
TEXT MESSAGES Send and receive text messages while beyond cellular range to any cell phone number, email address or to another inReach4

NEW BASIC AND ROBUST 
NAVIGATION OPTIONS

Both models feature built-in, high-sensitivity GPS that provides basic navigation, location and tracking data within 5 meters and 
better accuracy over that of a paired/companion mobile device; follow routes, drop waypoints and find your way back with a bread 
crumb trail; inReach Explorer+ adds robust navigation options such as preloaded topographic maps1, built-in digital compass, barometric 
altimeter and accelerometer

LOCATION TRACKING 
AND SHARING

Use the MapShare™ site to track and share your location online with family and friends so they can ping your device and exchange 
messages

EARTHMATE® APP Pair with mobile devices2 using the free Earthmate app for access to topographic maps and U.S. NOAA charts, color aerial imagery 
and more; additional data for hunters, such as game management units and parcel information, is available for purchase

SUBSCRIPTION PLANS Flexible subscriptions; choose from annual contract or monthly plans

BATTERY LIFE Internal, rechargeable lithium battery gives up to 100 hours of battery life in tracking mode; up to 30 days in power save mode (battery life may 
vary depending on settings)

CLOUD STORAGE AND 
TRIP PLANNING

Use the cloud-powered portal to plan your trips with routes and waypoints, sync and manage your device, store all your location 
tracking data and much more

WATER RATING Rugged, impact resistant and water-rated to IPX73

HOME SCREEN

100%
GLOBAL COVERAGE WITH IRIDIUM™.
NO CELLULAR SERVICE NEEDED.
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